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Dear Fellow Rotarians,

I‘m both honoured and delighted to serve as President of Tai Po once again, after a seven-year hiatus since my last term in
2016. As our original PE Gabriel has job relocation and might find it difficult to fulfill the presidential duties, I volunteered
to step in as president to minimize disruptions to our succession plans. Like many other clubs, the Rotary Club of Tai Po
has been impacted by COVID over the past three years. Our activities have slowed down, and the club was not as lively as
before. I hope that, with my modest experience and the support of all members, our club can be rejuvenated and return to
its former greatness.

Our annual party on June 17th, themed "Summer Fever," was an excellent kickoff that helped energize our club. The event
was a tremendous success, attracting over 240 guests. It was a joyous occasion after a long period of inactivity, and more
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importantly, we raised funds for our community services for the
upcoming term. I must extend my gratitude to all party committee
members for their hard work in making the event so successful. I
also want to thank our sister clubs, RC Taipei and RC Makati San
Lorenzo, for attending. They brought a large group of members to
Hong Kong to celebrate with us, and we organized various
activities to showcase our hospitality and friendship.

Not long after, with barely a break, we held our Club Installation Ceremony when we had welcomed nearly 120 guests. I'm
grateful to all committee members for their diligent efforts in pulling off this event with just one week of intense
preparation. At the Club Installation, IPP Danny provided a comprehensive overview of our community services and
fellowship events. I then shared some details about our club, focusing on our unique features and outlining my objectives
for the coming term, followed by numerous toasts and congratulations. For those non-Rotarian friends who attended the
ceremony, I hope they will continue to participate in our activities and events, get to know our members better, and
eventually join our big family.

On July 8th, we had the District Installation where all the new term presidents were officially inaugurated. Needless to say,
it was another significant Rotary event, with almost 900 Rotarians and friends in attendance. Once again, it was filled with
laughter and toasts.

The past month and a half have been an intense warm-up for me. In addition to our annual
party, club installation, and district installation, there have been numerous Rotary events
during this transitional period. Annual dinners, celebrations, trainings, and installation
ceremonies happen almost every day. There are even more events to come, and I have a
busy schedule, but it is enjoyable.
By the way, let me share my Wish List and objectives for our club in the coming term. I hope to strengthen the bonds
among our members, enhance our club's public image, and increase our membership. I believe that with these
improvements, we can make a more significant impact on society. I share Rotary International President Gordon
McInally's 2023-2024 vision of "Creating Hope in the World."



There is a certain hierarchy in Rotary setting out which club is the MOTHER
club, which are BABY clubs, SISTER clubs, OFF-SPRING clubs … etc. As far as
our club, Rotary Club of Tai Po, is concerned, RC Peninsula which gave birth to
RCTP, is our mother club. Then we boast of having two baby clubs: RC Central
and RC SoHo Hong Kong. These are the two clubs which RC Tai Po chartered.
RC Tai Po’s sister club in Taiwan is RC Taipei, and over in the Philippines we
have RC Makati San Lorenzo. For our youth clubs: we have Rotary Satellite Club

CLAIRE MAK

of Tai Po Companion, Rotaract Club of Taipo and Rotaract Club of Wu Yee Sun College CUHK. Not to mention all the
other extended family of the same lineage.

Such ‘relationships’ enable support from the family. There is reason to be closely involved in each other’s activities.
The way we look at it is that a Club shows respect to its mother club and looks after its off spring clubs and
maintains cordial close ties with sister clubs. The harmonious filial piety concept perpetuates the hierarchy.

“Filial piety” is quite deeply rooted in Asian teachings; but different nationalities have different perceptions. Chinese

Ethical stories (either tragic or comic) happen every day, and you don't even have to try and find from the news. Just
go yum cha on a Sunday. Very likely you will see a table seating three generations, all looking indifferent, relatively
silent, and mostly with heads bowed, each with a phone in hand. Chinese sees eating together and sharing a meal
as a means of "communication". It is a unique local Chinese custom to go yum cha with parents which is
considered a most direct way to show filial piety. A couple of decades ago, people
would take the opportunity to share gossips or chat about the entertainment. Now
gossipy magazines are on the decline, and entertainment seems more and more age-
polarized. As a result, common discussion topics appear lacking and so does the
willingness to communicate. One is usually reluctant to talk about one’s own affairs;
as for other people’s affairs, why bother to talk about at all?

Look at it this way. It is by fate that we get to be parents / children / relatives / friends in this life. It helps a lot for
everyone to be sincere and show respect to each other's different personality. Further, innate to Chinese Confucius
ideology: almost all Chinese will agree that filial piety is a cultural trait that should be adhered to; and the old saying,

"Filial piety is the first among 100 virtues", will never be out of date in the Chinese society.
Just love each other and love your family … peace and understanding won’t be far away.

Back to Rotary Clubs. RC Tai Po usually turned up in numbers at mother club’s and baby clubs’ significant events.
We also almost never fail at visiting sister clubs (pandemic restrictions aside). At our recent Annual Party, we were

folks have a history of saying that having kids are either for "repaying kindness" 「報恩」or
"repaying debts"「還債」: which tends to show that there are not many filial children who meet
the standard. Teaching filial piety is an important lesson in one’s upbringing – do unto your
parents/elders as you wish your children do unto you. For how else can a person who is sloppy
with his parents ask his children to do otherwise and be respectful and kind? Showing by
example is powerful and effective. Hopefully, the next generation will emulate.

very blessed to have received substantial support from RC Makati San
Lorenzo who came in a big delegation and members of the 2 clubs
shared some really fun time together. RC Central also subscribed one
table at the Party. However, the rest of the family do not appear as
enthusiastic. The worst is that our satellite members were nowhere to
be seen. Well, if it is our fault, then we have some serious
introspection to do. If not, could it be some filial piety problem?
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From RI website

O

Paul Harris 711 Club

n 23 February 1905, Paul Harris met with three acquaintances in Room 711 of the Unity Building in Chicago. Their
purpose: to start a club based on “mutual cooperation and informal friendship.” this important social issue of mental
health which might have become worst after the pandemic. Let us look at a new Rotary club in the US, which is one of the
first caused-based Rotary clubs to focus on mental health and wellness.

As they sat talking in Gustavus Loehr’s office, these men could hardly have imagined the historic significance of their
meeting. For Harris (lawyer), Loehr (mining engineer), Silvester Schiele (coal dealer), and Hiram Shorey (merchant tailor),
this club, which they named “Rotary,” simply offered a chance to have a little fun while making new business
connections.

But that one club soon became dozens, and then hundreds, and finally thousands — with millions of members providing
immeasurable humanitarian and civic service around the world. And as Rotary grew, Rotarians came to fully appreciate
the significance of that first meeting in Loehr’s office. In 1980, the Rotary Club of Chicago rented Room 711 and gathered
period furnishings and fixtures to re-create the look and feel of an early 20th-century office for Rotary’s 75th anniversary.

In 1983, 22 Rotarians formed the Paul Harris 711 Club to maintain the room as a Rotary landmark and heritage site. When
the Unity Building was scheduled for demolition in 1989, the 711 Club made arrangements to remove the doors, radiator,
ceiling lights, and furniture, and temporarily reconstructed the room at other Chicago locations.

In 1992, Rotary International agreed to host a reconstruction of the room at One Rotary Center. Originally constructed on
the 16th floor in 1994, the room was relocated to the first floor in 2014. Thousands of visitors to Rotary’s world
headquarters have explored Room 711 and experienced the environment of that historic meeting.

To visit the reproduction of Room 711, there is a Guided Tour at Rotary world headquarters in Evanston, Illinois where
Rotarians can book online to visit.

In fact Rotarians can all help preserve the birthplace of Rotary – become a lifetime member of the Paul Harris 711 Club. In
addition to its efforts to preserve Room 711, the Paul Harris 711 Club helps to support Rotary’s archives, which provides
access to Rotary artifacts, photographs, and documents. These materials are used in exhibits, stories, and research that
celebrate and share Rotary’s rich history. We can help sustain Room 711 by contributing US$100 to become a lifetime
member of the Paul Harris 711 Club. As a member, we will receive a certificate, lapel pin, and Room 711 souvenir key.

PETER 
LAM
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Donald Yap J.P.
Yap, Alfred Donald 葉天養Name:

Anne 

Spouse:

Stephen                                        Damian                                               SallyChildren:

Ethan                                         Jonathan                                          DominicGrandchildren:

1991Year inducted to RCTP:
1991-1992,
Rotary Theme was “Look Beyond Yourself”.

Year as President:

Law PracticeClassification:Charter PresidentCurrent Post in Club:

Queen Elizabeth School;
Sunderland Technical College;
Fellowship awarded by The University of Sunderland in 1996

Education:

Community Services Membership:Professional Qualifications: 
The Association of the Round Tables 
in Hong Kong (1979-1980)

National 
President

Solicitor of the Supreme Court of England & 
Wales

1966

The Law Association for Asia and the 
Pacific (1995-1997)

PresidentSolicitor of the Supreme Court of Hong Kong1971

Hong Kong Securities Clearing 
Company Limited

Past DirectorChina-Appointed Attesting Officer1991

Association of China-Appointed 
Attesting Officers Limited

Council 
Member

Notary Public1985

Commonwealth Lawyers’ AssociationVice-PresidentPresident of The Law Society of Hong Kong 1989
Hong Kong Trustees’ Association 
Limited

MemberCivil Celebrant of Marriage2006

University of Sunderland, EnglandAlumni 
Fellowship

Law Society of Hong Kong Roll of Honour2013

Singing, Horse Racing, Most sports, Travelling, 
Reading

Hobbies and
Passion: 
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CP Donald participated in our StandTall Project trip to Sichuan 11-14 Dec. 2008 to support the 5.12 earthquake victims which
included a visit to the Sichuan Provincial People’s Hospital in Chengdu where the earthquake victims were treated and visit
to temporary relief homes of the victims.

CP Donald with Guest of Honour Allen Lee at our charter night at
Regal Riverside Hotel in Shatin 30 Jun.1991.

At District Conference in White Swan
Hotel, Guangzhou 1991.

CP Donald as our first Santa at
the 1991 Xmas party in Shatin
Jockey Club.

Attended RC Shanghai Gala
Dinner May 2006.

Joined district first Mongolia trip in 1994
with PDG Peter Hall, 92-93 President
Anthony Hung and 94-95 President John
Gretton.

At our very first CP Donald Birthday
Party (Hairy Crab dinner) in Hong Lok
Yuen Country Club Nov. 1994

At Golf Theme night in Kai Tak
golf club Jun. 2006

Witnessed sister club signing
ceremony with RC Taipei delegates
in Hong Kong Mar. 2001
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President
William YIM

President Elect
Jules JIU

Treasurer
PP Louis TANG

Secretary and 
Sergeant as Arms

PP KF TAM
Secretary-

Elect 
PP Wilson WOO

Director
PP Claire MAK

Director 
PP Armstrong 

SHEA

Director 
PDG Anthony 

HUNG

Director
PP Peter LAM

Auditor 
Satellite Club 
Past Chairman 
Gabriel KWAN

Director 
PDG Kenneth 

WONG

Immediate 
Past President 

Danny LAU

Director 
PP Natalie KWOK

Club 
Administration
PP Natalie KWOK

Service 
PE Jules JIU, IPP Danny LAU

Vocational 
Training

PP Wilson WOO
Fellowship

PP Armstrong SHEA
International Service 

PP Peter LAM, PE Jules JIU

Preserve Planet Earth
PP KF TAM, Rtn. Henry WANG 

Membership
PDG Kenneth 

WONG

Diversity, Equity 
and Inclusion

PP Armstrong SHEA
Foundation

PP Louis TANG
Public Image
IPP Danny LAU

Tai Post
PP Claire MAK   PP Peter LAM 

(Chief Editor)      (Editor)
Youth

PDG Anthony 
HUNG

PP Wilson WOO
(RAC Taipo)

PP Claire MAK
(RAC WYS)

Rtn. Viola CHOW 
(IAC Taipo Schools)

PDG Kenneth WONG 
(Satellite Club of 
Taipo Companion)
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Leader: Jules Jiu- Team  1
KF Tam

Leader: CM Yu - Team  2

Natalie Kwok

Leader: Danny Lau - Team  3
Anthony Hung Claire MakWilson Woo

Leader: Henry Wang - Team  4

Armstrong SheaVikky Tam
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Frankie Wu

Masayuki
TsubakiWilliam Yim

Louis TangKenneth Wong Ronald Chung

Peter Lam Wilson Lam Armstrong Shea

Sincere Yip Armstrong Shea

Sally Luk Armstrong Shea
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As usual to welcome our sister clubs visiting us, this time to join our 32nd anniversary party, we have organized various activities
to offer our best hospitality to our overseas guests. This year our sister club RC Makati San Lorenzo’s delegation consisted of 16
members led by their President Nikki and PDG Cha-cha while RC Taipei had 5 led by VAG (Vice AG) Ampo Tsai, PP David Lin
(Furniture) and PP Dennis Liao (Building). From the smiling faces and good comments from our guests, they all seems to have
enjoyed greatly and we were glad to strengthen our friendship. Let’s see how all the activities unfolded and relive some
happiness by checking out the photos!

Welcome at Airport and Lunch, Friday 16th June
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16 June 2023
Peter Lam

Delegates from RCMSL arrived in two groups in the morning met by President Danny, PE/PP William, Bebe and PP Peter at the
airport. While we were busy taking care of RCMSL guests’ arrival, PP Tsubaki had organized golf at Fanling club with RC Taipei
Ampo, PP Frankie and PP Simon Chan (RC Peninsula). Despite the pouring rain that morning, I was amazed to learn that they
completed the full 18 holes game! Big thanks to Tsubaki again for hosting the happy hour at KCC pub for our Taiwanese guests
including Pres. Angel and PP Jeff and Tom from RCT Diamond.

Time for full
scale
fellowship! Our
welcome
dinner was
held at Club
One The
Victoria 維港皇

宴 in
Tsimshatsui
East. Pres.
Danny and
DAG Sally had
to attend our
baby club RC
Central’s
annual dinner

Welcome Dinner, Friday 16th June 

and so had missed the fun but we were glad to “welcome back” PP Wilson Lam, Frankie & Creamy to help entertain our guests.
Before dinner had started, PP Claire kindly handed out her gifts to our guests. PP Peter must have been too “excited” to meet
RCT old friend Ampo & David and helped finished 3 bottles of whisky and ended up forgetting to hand out the polo shirt gift from
PP Maridel to RCTP members. Thankfully, PP Wilson Lam took them and had returned to us! After dinner, PP Peter walked
RCMSL guests back to Mira hotel where most were staying and some went shopping nearby on their way.
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Guests in Red
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The Lovely Singing
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The Lively Dancing
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The Raffle Draw
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Super Fellowship
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Visit to Stanley Market, Repulse Bay, The Peak, 大埔慈山寺, 林村許願樹, 大館 Tai Kwun old police headquarter,
Jumbo Floating Restaurant . . . were some of our past post-annual ball activities with sister clubs’ guests. So,
what’s next? Here’s what I came up with and thanks to the big support from many members and spouses, we
showed good hospitality and gave our overseas guests favourable memory of this trip!
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Peter Lam

Dim Sum Cruise, Sunday 18th June
The Dim Sum cruise
was scheduled for
13:15. The yellow rain
storm in the morning
made our original plan
to stroll Avenue of the
Stars (星光大道 ) or
dropping by K11
Musea Mall and 1881
Heritage impossible.

So, we went straight to Tsimshatsui pier near the monumental old train station clock tower and waited to board the
cruise.

We boarded the junk boat Aqualuna 張保仔號 and the cruise included dim sum lunch
nicely presented to us in a wooden junk boat container. Not a big feast but the Dim Sum
like siu mai, spring roll, egg tart plus fried rice for lunch with beer during the one-hour

RCTP polo shirt, most of us purposely wore the White/Red Polo shirt
with two clubs’ logos given to us by PP Maridel . . .識做啦!

given to us by PP Maridel . . .識做啦!

cruise round Victoria Harbour was sufficient to let us relax and enjoy. The Tsingtao beer was actually a special
Father’s Day bonus that day! For those RCTP Rotarians who did not join us, please note that instead of the usual
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While the morning storm did ruin some of our sightseeing plan, the sighting of the Giant Yellow Ducks黃鴨 which
happened to be on their final day to parade in Victoria Harbour was a nice bonus for us! How lucky that the big storm
ended on time before we boarded the junk and the weather was relatively fine with no rain at all throughout our
cruise which gave us very good experience and all had enjoyed the trip!

Palace Museum Visit, Sunday afternoon 18th June

After the cruise, our next destination was Hong Kong Palace Museum故宮博物館
and we were glad that PDG Kenneth Wong joined the tour. I had allowed about at
least one hour for the tour but our guests seem to prefer “走馬看花” so many of
them finished early and went for tea at the ground floor noodle bar while some
went to check out the souvenir shop. As we started tour much later than
scheduled, we skipped my original plan to walk around West Kowloon Art Park
and coffee break nearby. Under this hot weather, it does take lot of energy to walk
around the West Kowloon Park and surrounding area so I guess it was better to
keep our visit short.
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Our farewell dinner was held at
the Skyline Banquet Hall (海天
宴會廳) in Lei Yu Mun which
was in fact the same venue we
had dinner with sister clubs in
June 2016. Good that we
arrived around 6pm so it was
still bright outside and we had
chance for photo taking at
entrance of seafood street.
Thank you, Bebe, for guiding PP
Maridel and others to the snack
stalls to purchase those
Chinese
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Farewell Dinner Sunday 18th June & Farewell Lunch Monday 19th June

traditional snacks like 花生酥, 雞仔餅 on our way to the restaurant. We must also give thanks to CDS
Natalie’s better half Lawso who carried the big boxes of wines to the restaurant which was some 10+ minutes’ walk
from parking lot.辛苦晒 Lawso! The venue was very spacious with good seafood so I guess it was worth the long
walk down the seafood street! Altogether there were 37 attendants which included

the Mongolian VP Soko of RC Ulaanbaatar and her
two kids invited by William. Glad PP Tsubaki joined
us after taking RC Taipei Ampo and Eva to airport in
the afternoon. Besides from wine and whisky, we
also had Chinese white wine brought by PP Peter.
Good to see DAG Sally too although she arrived late

Our dinner party ended around 10:00 pm and the next day Danny, William, Bebe and Peter had yumcha with our
RCMSL guests at Tsui Hang Chuen Restaurant before taking them to Airport Express Station for departure. Some of
them stayed behind one more day. Glad they loved the Dim Sum, especially the thick Cha-siu (厚切叉燒)! See you

again RCMSL & RCT good friends!

but did not miss the fun part at the end which was the karaoke
singing and there was even some dancing led by PP Jimmy
which our RCTP ladies participated too! There were many good
oldies tunes by both club singers and RCTP wrapped up with
the group song of “Friends” 朋友 although our guests might
not understandwhat we were singing?!



On 26th June, as my time as President of the Rotary Club of Tai Po draws to a
close, I find myself reflecting on the unwavering support and camaraderie
that I have been fortunate to experience throughout this past year. It has
been a privilege to serve alongside all of my fellow Rotarians, and I am
grateful for the many opportunities we have had to give back to our
community and make a difference in the lives of others.
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26 June 2023
Danny Lau

During our final Regular Meeting of the 2022-2023 Rotary year on June 26th, I took the opportunity
to express my heartfelt gratitude to everyone in the club for their commitment and dedication to
our shared mission. As a small token of my appreciation, I prepared tea bags for everyone, each
adorned with a special message that reads, "Thank you for having my back!" This little gift was a
simple yet meaningful way to acknowledge the support and encouragement I have received from
each and every one of you.

In recognition of Salina's tireless efforts as our executive secretary, I also prepared a
special home decoration for her—a hanging "Air Plant" that has air-purifying properties. This
low-maintenance plant is not only a beautiful addition to any living space but also a symbol
of our gratitude for her exceptional work and dedication to the Rotary Club of Tai Po. As a
testament to her organizational skills and attention to detail, Salina has played an
invaluable role in the success of our club's many initiatives and events.

Furthermore, I would like to extend my thanks to President-Elect William for the thoughtful
gift of a music speaker. As my tenure comes to an end, I look forward to finding some time
to enjoy music, unwind, and recharge in preparation for new challenges and opportunities.
The gift of music is a powerful reminder that we can always find solace and inspiration in
the melodies and rhythms that bring us joy and comfort.

As the time approaches for me to
pass the baton to PE William, I am
filled with a sense of optimism and
hope for the future of our club. Under
his leadership, I am confident that the

Rotary Club of Tai Po will continue to flourish and make a lasting impact on our community. I look forward to joining
you all as we come together to provide even more community service in the year ahead, united by our common goal
of making the world a better place.

Once again, I would like to express my deepest gratitude for the support and friendship I have been fortunate to
experience throughout my time as a P. The memories and accomplishments we have shared will forever hold a
special place in my heart. Thank you, my fellow Rotarians, for your unwavering commitment to service and for the
honor of serving alongside you.
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William Yim

Just three weeks after our annual party, the club installation ceremony took place at the Regal Kowloon Hotel's Versailles Ball
Room, a truly elegant venue. We extend our gratitude to Past President (PP) Natalie for her thoughtful arrangement. The primary
objective of

In addition, we held the Satellite Club Installation for their new board. We were delighted to send
our warmest congratulations to their incoming president, Jodhy Mak. Jodhy is an orthopedist who
joined Rotary first as an Interactor, then as a member of our Rotaract Club of Tai Po. She was also a
charter member of our Satellite Club of Tai Po Companion. We feel truly fortunate that she
volunteered as club chairlady, despite her busy schedule as a professional and a mother.

Our club is known for its spouse and family participation, award-winning status, active district services, outstanding community
services, and, most importantly, the strong relationships among members. We always maintain a cheerful and pleasant
atmosphere during our club meetings. It was incredible to have 120 guests attending the event upon only one week's notice.

committee chairs. Another key goal was to showcase our
club's unique features to the attendees, which included
our own members, other Rotarians, and potential
members.

Among them were some potential members. We also received support
from from numerous Rotary leaders and future leaders, including District
Governor Andy Li, and many past district governors such as PDG Jones
Wong, PDG Eugene Fong, PDG Ada Cheng, PDG YC Ho, PDG Eric Chin, PDG
Eric Chak, PDG Anthony Hung, and PDG Kenneth Wong. Governor-Elect
Nigel Lo also attended.

We thank PP Wilson Woo for serving as our Master
of Ceremony. He delivered the welcome address
and introduced the guests professionally. This was
followed by a video recording featuring a short

I delivered a brief speech highlighting our club's unique characteristics and
features, as well as my dedication to the club. I was thrilled by the enthusiastic
response from the audience, who applauded in waves, again and again. It was a
truly touching moment.

A simple yet solemn presidential collar handover ceremony then took place. The collar was removed
from IPP Danny, passed to the IPDG's representative, then to the District Governor, and finally placed
around my neck. I felt a mixture of excitement and a tremendous sense of responsibility to our club.
It will be a 12-month commitment. Wow!

The installation concluded with plenty of
toasting, blessings, and laughter. As one
might expect, many guests and members
enjoyed themselves to the point of
inebriation.
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speech by Immediate Past District Governor (IPDG) Norman
Lee. Next, Immediate Past President (IPP) Danny presented
his president's report, introducing each of our community
service projects and fellowship programs. This provided a
better understanding of our club's values for all guests,
especially potential members. Most guests were amazed by
the work our club had accomplished over the last term and
gave IPP Danny a resounding round of applause.
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8 July 2023
K F Tam

On July 8th, the Rotary Club of Tai Po attended this year's District Installation, which was
the largest event since the pandemic with over 80 tables held at the HK Convention and
Exhibition Centre in Wan Chai. The event was a great success, with many distinguished
guests and members from different Rotary clubs in District 3450 attending. Apart from
PDG Kenneth who sat at the Head Table, over 12 members/spouses from our club
participated, including our incoming and outgoing presidents.

The highlights of the event were the March-in of all the incoming and outgoing club presidents,
including our own, and the handover ceremony between them, which was very impressive. Our
Immediate Past President Danny passed the collar to our new president William, along with the
other club presidents, signifying the transfer of leadership and responsibility to the new team.

Outgoing Governor Norman Lee reviewed service projects in the past year, which made us proud
to be part of the Rotary movement in Hong Kong. Rotary clubs have helped many people in need

Incoming Governor Andy Li talked about the important mission of Rotary this 
year.  The goal was very clear and all the club members shall share the same 
goal for this year.  In addition, Mr. Andrew Leung Kwan Yuen, GBM, GBS, JP was 
the keynote speaker who shared his insights and experiences with us, inspiring 
us to do more for the community.

We are proud of our club members'
achievements and contributions to the event. PP
Natalie won the Best District Secretary award,
which was well-deserved; and our PP Sally was
also one of the MCs and she was very
professional.

Finally, DG Andy Li led all the club presidents to sing and dance, and everyone had a great time. The event was not just
about business and formalities, but also about building connections, having fun, and enjoying the moment. We met many
old friends from Rotary on this occasion, taking photos and leaving memories. The event ended before 10 pm, which was

very meaningful and worth remembering.

and organized many activities to help the community,
and we are honored to be part of this great organization.
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Resignation
PP Dennis LoPP Dennis LoPP Dennis LoPP Dennis Lo

RTN Gabriel KwanRTN Gabriel KwanRTN Gabriel KwanRTN Gabriel Kwan

((((Moved Moved Moved Moved to satellite club)to satellite club)to satellite club)to satellite club)

JULY 
2023

Ronald CHUNG
Jules JIU

Peter LAM
Danny LAU
Sally LUK

Claire MAK
Armstrong SHEA

KF TAM
Henry WANG
William YIM

U P C O M I N G    E V E N T S

VenueEventTimeDate
Regal Kowloon Hotel, 71 Mody Road, Tsim Sha Tsui

Regular Meeting19:0017 JUL(MON) Ms. Deborah YuSpeaker:
Legacy PlanningTopic:

Regal Kowloon Hotel, 71 Mody Road, Tsim Sha Tsui
Regular Meeting19:007 AUG(MON) DT Louis TangSpeaker:

Louis’s Adventure
in North Pole

Topic:

Regal Kowloon Hotel, 71 Mody Road, Tsim Sha Tsui
Regular Meeting19:0021 AUG(MON) Assistant Governor’s Visit

JULY
28th Armstrong Shea

The editorial board
Claire Mak
Peter Lam

Tai Post wants to hear from you.
Write in to clairerctp@gmail.com

Tai Post reserves the right to edit articles 
for length and clarity. 

Sincere YipSincere YipSincere YipSincere Yip
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